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Introduction

Assessment of the consequences of very severe reactor accidents in which fue l
is melted involves evaluation of the nature of any thermal interaction betwee n
molten fuel or cladding and the reactor coolant . Work on these problems has
been pursued in many countries, both experimentally and theoretically, bu t
although much progress has been made there is as yet no well establishe d
theoretical description of large scale efficient thermal interactions . The
need for further experimental data in this area was one of the main reason s
for establishing a new range of experimental facilities at Winfrith which provide
the ability to carry out experiments involving explosions under safe conditions .
Experiments are set up inside a strong test cell situated in the centre of a
200 m exclusion area . Instrumentation is provided for transient measurements o f
pressure and strain, and for high speed cine photography .

The first part of this programme started early in 1975, and is concerned with the
propagation of thermal interaction through a metal/water system . This programme
is not yet complete but some results of interest have been obtained . The first
part of this paper will describe these experiments and discuss the significanc e
of the results currently available .

Such studies of large scale metal/water interactions should help to provide a n
improved understanding of the way in which propagation might occur in the reacto r
case, but must be complemented by experiments using reactor materials . The
second stage of the Winfrith programme will study the U02/Na"system
directly . Facilities for the production of pure uranium burning thermite
charges will be commissioned early in 1976 . This chemical technique for
producing molten U0 2 will be used in two main types of experiment . Firstly
the interaction of a two phase bubble of U02 with a surrounding pool of Na wil l
be studied, extending the investigations of this kind started at AWRE Foulnes s(l) .
Secondly, the heat transfer rate from U02 to entrapped pellets of sodium will be
studied for a range of pellet sizes through measurement of the rate of rise o f
pressure inside a strong container initially filled with a thermite mixture an d
containing pellets of sodium . This programme of experiments on U02/Na inter-
actions is discussed in the second part of this paper .
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Metal/H20 interaction experiments in THERMI R

2 .1 Ob iectives

Large scale metal/water interactions are known to have been responsibl e
for a number of serious industrial accidents (2 ) . This provides the
background to the extensive investigations by the aluminium industry o f
conditions in which aluminium and water interact explosively(3) (4) .
However, in none of this work were much detailed data obtained on th e
characteristics of the interaction, other than whether or not an explosion
occurred . By contrast, very detailed studies have been reported by man y
workers of the conditions and characteristics of the interaction of singl e
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drops or small quantities of molten metal with water (eg References 5
and 6) . It is plausible to consider the devel opment of a large thermal
interaction as a three stage process, starting with a mixing phase in
which the two materials come into proximity with each other, followed by a
trigger process which initiates thermal interaction. The third stage is
the propagation of the interaction through the mass of materiel present .
Experimental data on the interaction of small quantities is of limited hel p
in understanding the propagation process . The objective of the THERMI R
programme is to provide experimental data on a system sufficiently large
for propagation to be an important process, in order to guide theoretica l
modelling of the propagation process .

2 .2 Description of THERMIR

The rig THERMIR provides a facility in which the interaction produced by
pouring up to 20 kg of molten metal into water can be obsered . The metal
is placed in a graphite crucible which can be heated to 800°C by a gas
fired muffle furnace . The crucible is located above a massive steel vessel
0 .6 m diameter with a wall thickness of at least 0 .075 m. An orifice in
the base of the crucible is sealed by a graphite plug during the heatin g
phase . Molten metal is released from the crucible by remote operation of
a mechanism which raises the plug, thus opening the orifice in the base o f
the crucible . The molten metal falls into the vessel below, which is partly
filled with water . Alternatively in many experiments, a smaller inner vessel
has been supported inside or on top of the main vessel, thus changing the
geometry and strength of the containment provided for the interacting
materials . The main features of the rig are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Measurements are made of pressure transients using piezo-electric trans-
ducers mounted either in the vessel walls (quartz crystals in Meclec MQ20
gauges) or suspended in the water in the reaction vessel (tourmaline gauges) .
Signals are recorded on an FM tape recorder with 80 kHz bandwidth .
Additional measurements of transient strains produced in the vessel walls
or support structure are recorded in the same way . Cine films at up to
5000 frames/sec have been taken of the events in the vessels . Interactions
in the main vessel are viewed through 75 mm diameter ports, using a diverg -
ing lens inside the port to increase the field of view. When events in an
inner vessel have been filmed, the vessel has been fitted with perspex
walls on two opposite sides, and the interaction filmed through the perspex
wall. (Figure 2) . The rig is located at the centre of a 200 m exclusion
area inside a steel supported concrete test cell designed to contain
explosions equivalent to up to 2 kg of TNT .

2 .3 THERMIR Programme

The experimental programme in THERMIR started with a short series o f
commissioning experiments using up to 2 kg of tin . Having established th e
performance of the equipment the programme then turned to its first major
objective, which w s to produce a violent A H2O interaction of the kin d
observed by Long ( ", and Hess and Brondyke ( ) . Once the characteristics
of this kind of spontaneously triggered interaction have been determined
the programme will continue with a study of the feasibility of triggering
an Al/H20 interaction by means of a pressure pulse produced by firing a
small explosive charge . At this stage an investigation will be made t o
find out if varying the mass of metal involved significantly changes th e
interaction characteristics . Finally a systematic study of the propagatio n
of triggered interactions is planned, in which the effect of changes o f
geometric constraint on propagation will be investigated . The current
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state of the programme is that a number of spontaneously triggered Al/H20
interactions have been produced . Some further experiments of this kind wil l
be performed to provide additional data on the interaction characteristics
before the programme proceeds to investigate techniques for the controlle d
triggering of the interaction of aluminium with water .

2 .4 Description of completed experiment s

Details of the experimental conditions for a number of typical experiments
in TH7PMIR are given in Table 1, which lists the relevant parameters against
experiment numbers . Experiments 8, 9 and 10 are typical of the early experi-
ments in which 2 kg of Sn were released into water . During the next phase o f
the programme gradually increasing quantities of aluminium at 800°C were
released into the main vessel . With the exception of a moderate interaction
in experiment 14 this series was unsuccessful in that violent interactions
did not result . On the basis of earlier work interactions had been expecte d
in these conditions . In Table 1 conditions for experiments 11, 14, 18 an d
24 are typical of the series . A number of other minor variations o f
conditions were tested without any effect on the results . These include d
the use of a light aluminium cylinder on the base of the vessel to inhibit
the radial flow of molten metal, and the use of a false base made from 6 mm
mild steel with a slightly roughened surface . For the next series of experi-
ments a change was made in the vessel geometry . Smaller square vessel s
fabricated from 6 mm mild steel plate were used (0 .3 m x 0 .3 m x 0.22 m high)
In some cases perspex sides were fitted to allow filming of the contents .
In many cases measures were taken to ensure that the water in the vessel
was cool ( < 10°C) at the time of the experiment . These experiments were
more successful in that interactions ranging from mild to extremely violent
were produced, and the parameters for all the experiments of this series
are listed in Table 1 . A variation of vessel geometry was studied in
experiment 42, in which a cylindrical vessel 0 .6 m diameter with 9 mm walls
was used. The last two experiments listed in Table 1 (experiments 44 and 45 )
were an attempt to compare the behaviour of tin with that of aluminium ,
under conditions in which the aluminiun interacted energetically . In
experiment 44 the Sn temperature of 500°C was selected to be below the
temperature at which a stable vapour film has been observed to form .
In experiment 45 the Sn temperature of 800°C was above that at which a
stable vapour film is expected . The results obtained from these experiment s
are discussed in the next sections .
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Table 1 Experimental Conditions for Typical Experiments in THERMIR

E,cpt No Mass/Metal

kg
TM etal

°C

TH
2
0

°C

Drop Ht

M

Water depth

M

Vessel
Interactio

n Strength of
Comments

8 2 .0 597 7 1 .10 0 .35 Thin - Tin

9 2 .0 602 10 1 .10 0 .20 Thin - Tin

10 2 .0 605 9 .96 0.35 Thin - Tin

11 2 .0 747 9 1 .10 0 .2 Thick - Aluminium

14 7 .5 757 24 .97 0.15 Thick Moderate Aluminium

18 10.5 809 18 1 .00 0.08 Thick - Aluminium
23 19 .9 800 19 1 .00 0.20

Thick - Aluminium

32 20.0 803 8 0 .50 0.20 Small, thin Moderate Aluminium

36 20.0 800 5 0 .50 0.15 Small, thin - Aluminium

37 20.0 800 3 0.50 0.20 Small, thin Strong Aluminium

38 20 .0 8o++ 7 0.5 0.20 Small, thin Moderate Aluminium

39 20.0 799 21 0 .5 0.20 Small, thin Mild Aluminium

41 20.0 802 10 0 .5 0.20 Small, thin Moderate Aluminium

42 20.0 803 7 0 .5 0.20 Small, thin Strong Aluminium

43 10.0 806 8 1 .0 0.20 Small, thin Moderate Aluminium

44 20.0 503 12 0 .5 0.20 Small, thin - Tin

45 20.0 ?97 13 0 .5 0.20 Small, thin - Tin



3 Experimental results from THERMI R

3 .1 Characteristics of Al/H20 interactions

A series of spontaneously triggered interactions have been produced in
THERMIR which have provided some useful data on the characteristics o f
this kind of interaction . The first comment on these results must be ther e
is considerable variation in results for similar experimental conditions .
In experiments 32 to 43 few variations in experimental conditions wer e
made . If the results are classified on the basis of the damage produce d
and the size of the measured pressures, then out of 9 experiments there
were 2 severe interactions, 4 moderate interactions, 1 weak interaction and
2 experiments in which no interaction resulted . The severe interactions ,
experiments 37 and 42, resulted in considerable damage to the furnace and
its support structure . Moderate interactions were those which split th e
inner vessel but did not significantly damage other parts of the rig . In
the weak interaction the contents were ejected from the inner vessel without
damage . The peak pressures recorded in the inner vessel were in excess o f
10 MPa for severe, 1 to 5 MPa for moderate and less than 1 MPa for weak
interactions .

Despite this variation in the intensity of interaction the series of experi-
ments has indicated many common features which appear to be characteristi c
of this kind of interaction . High speed films were taken of events in th e
reaction vessel in 3 of the 9 experiments . These films show 1 weak and 2
moderate interactions and the comments on the general characteristics o f
these interactions depend heavily upon the events observed in these films .
The sequence of events involved in these interactions have the following
characteristics : -

(i) Metal stream enters water and is surrounded by a thick vapou r
film . The diameter of the observed disturbance in the wate r
is 2 to 3 times greater than that of the incident stream of
molten metal .

(ii) The metal reaches the base of the vessel, spreads radially
across the base and then up the walls of the vessel . Some
mixing of metal and water appears to take place .

(iii) Interaction is triggered a few hundred milliseconds after
the initial entry of metal into the vessel . Typically the
metal/water zone will have spread about 100 mm up the wall o f
the vessel at the time of interaction .

(iv) The first visual indication of interaction is disappearanc e
of detail in a small zone near the base of this vessel . This
feature spreads through the whole metal/water region . No
clear front is observed but the disturbance involves a 100 mm
region in .. ms, implying propagation at an apparent averag e
velocity of order 200 m/s .

(v) In the two moderate interactions the disturbance appears to
intensify when it reaches the wall of the vessel . Rapid
motion of the vessel contents and cracking of the perspex
windows appear to be related to this intensification rather
than the original disturbance .
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(vi) Pressure transients measured with transducers in the reaction
vessel show a spiky characteristic, generally imposed on a
lower slowly varying pressure . The peak pressure of the spikes
vary from 0.1 MPa up to greater than 15 MPa, with rise times an d
individual spike widths often in the range 10 to 50 us . Typical
pressure transients are shown in Figures 3 to 6 .

(vii) In Figures 3 and 4, the times of significant events observe d
on the film are marked as follows : -

(a) Initial disturbance spreading through the metal water zone
(marked A) .

(b) Disturbance intensifies near wall of vessel (marked B) .

(c) Rapid motion of vessel contents and cracking of perspex
windows (marked C) .

Figures 5 and 6 show in more detail the spiky characteristic s
of two pressure transients recorded with transducers on the
same side of the vessel in the severe interaction in experiment
42 .

(viii) In many cases small pressure pulses are observed before any
visual change is seen on the film . The typical time scale for
the development of interaction appears to be : -

(i) small pressures indicated in vessel

	

ms

(ii) visible disturbance appears near base of vessel and
spreads through metal/water N. ms

(iii) Disturbance intensifies near wall of vessel *--- m s

(iv) Rapid motion of contents of vessel, and cracking of
perspex .

In general the highest observed pressure peak occurs 1 to 1i ms
after the first indication of positive pressure in the vessel .

(ix) The two severe interactions, experiments 37 and 42, both
produced very bright flashes of light believed to have been
caused by chemical reaction of finely divided aluminium with
air . These flashes were large enough and brigh t
enough to be clearly visible from the control room, which i s
more than 300 m from the rig . They also totally overexposed
the high speed film . The time at which the flash commenced
can be accurately determined from the film, which is synchronised
with the pressure records . By this means it was established
that the flash started more than 1 ms after the indicated peak
pressures, that is 2i ms after the first indications o f
interaction . It is concluded that a severe physical inter-
action violently ejected finely divided hot aluminium ,
probably from the incident stream of molten metal, resulting
in a rapid oxidation of the aluminium . The pressure records
indicate higher pressures were produced by these two interactions
than in any of the other experiments . Another common feature
of these two experiments was that the constraint on the inter-
action zone was greater than usual . In experiment 37 the trigger
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process did not act until about 1 .2 seconds after initial
entry of the metal, when it is estimated 17 kg had entered the
vessel . This contrasts with the other experiments whic h
triggered after about 0 .3 secs with typically about 5 kg of metal
in the vessel . The additional thickness of the metal/water zon e
would provide additional inertial constraint for an interaction
triggered on the base of the vessel, and probably a higher metal
to water mass ratio in the zone . In the other severe interaction ,
experiment 42, the reaction vessel was much stronger, being
cylindrical with thicker walls . The cylinder did not burst ,
hence the restraint on radial expansion was clearly greater in
this experiment than any other .

3.2 Debris of Al/H20 interactions

The interaction in THERMIR takes place in an open vessel and hence the
products of the interaction tend to be violently ejected, making it difficul t
to collect all the metal debris . Despite this, efforts have been made t o
recover for analysis as much as possible of the debris produced by th e
interactions, and some comments can be made on the form of this debris .
However, in making comments on the debris following significant inter -
actions it must be remembered that not all the debris is recovered, and th e
debris collected is mixed with debris from any damage to the furnace com-
ponents and with a small amount of dirt and dust which cannot be entirel y
eliminated from the concrete floor and walls of the test cell . These
difficulties do not affect the experiments in which no interaction occurs .

The form of the solidified aluminium produced in the early series of non-
explosive experiments is of interest in that it provides some data on the
mixing process which takes place when the metal enters the water . In
general it was found that the metal did not solidify in a solid layer on the
base of the vessel . Rather it solidified with an open structure of inter -
locking sheets of metal typically of order 1 mm thick . These had the
appearance of expanded bubbles and were presumably formed by expansion o f
steam produced inside the metal layer . The height of the structure was
generally the same as the height of water in the vessel . The base of debris
of this kind was not flat, implying few points of contact between molte n
metal and the base of the vessel . There was also some variation with mas s
of metal, in that for increasing mass of metal the lower part of the debri s
became increasingly solid, and there were greater areas of contact with th e
base of the vessel . This effect clearly depends upon the size of vessel ,
and in the case when no interaction resulted from pouring 20 kg of Al int o
an 0.3 m square vessel, the debris was in the form of a completely solid
base, with an expanded region attached to its top surface . It is concluded
that mixing takes place initially as the metal enters the vessel, but tha t
as molten metal continues to enter, the mixing becomes less efficient, th e
quantity of metal efficiently mixed depending upon the size of the vessel .

Discussion of the significance of the form of the metal debris recovere d
after an interaction is complicated by the fact that it could originate from
either : -

(i) metal involved in the interaction ;

or

	

(ii) metal in transit from the furnace to the vessel at the time of
interaction ;
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or

	

(iii) metal released from the furnace after the interaction .

In practice it seems reasonable to assume that large lumps of metal o r
splashes of metal on the walls and ceiling of the test cell were of type s
(ii) or (iii) . The fragmented portion of the debris appeared reasonabl y
homogeneous and would therefore seem likely to be of type (i) . The form o f
the particles is typical of those produced by thermal interaction, in tha t
they are not smooth but have a rough surface with a coke like appearance .
The proportion of the original metal recovered varied from 50 to 90%, but
despite this there was still a trend for more fragmented metal to be recovere d
from more severe interactions . Material which would pass through a 2 .8 mm
sieve varied from 1 kg for the weak interaction T039, to 6 and 7 kg for the
severe interactions 37 and 42 . Particle size distributions are of littl e
significance because of the inefficiency of the collection process, but i n
all cases a significant number of particles in the 100 to 1000 micron range
were collected .

Some chemical analysis of the debris has been completed with the aim of
checking on the extent of oxidation of the aluminium . It is to be expecte d
that some oxide will be present since a protective coating of oxide is
rapidly formed on aluminium . Hence the objective of this analysis was t o
look for any significant difference in oxide content between debris from
different experiments, and in particular to check whether debris from the
severe interactions which produced a flash had a significantly higher oxide
content . The results are not conclusive since samples of debris collected
from different positions showed large variations . However, it could be
argued that the sample most representative of material involved in the inter-
action was that collected from debris impacted on the inner surface of the
reaction vessel . For these samples, debris from severe interactions contained
on average 1 oxide, whereas debris from moderate interactions averaged 2 6
oxide . By contrast sieved debris in the 1000 to 1400 u range contained 3 .k%
and 2 .3/ oxide in severe and moderate interactions respectively . Though not
conclusive these results are at least consistent with the hypothesis that a
severe thermal interaction was virtually complete before the onset of the
chemical reaction associated with the flash in ex periments 37 and 42 .

3 .3 Characteristics of Sn/H20 interactions

The small number of experiments using molten tin have demonstrated som e
differences between tin and aluminium interactions . The early experiments
in which 2 kg of Sn at 600°C was released into ambient temperature water
showed the sort of behaviour which might have been expected in the light of
earlier work with tin (eg Reference 7) . Under these conditions liquid/liqui d
contact occurs as the metal falls through the water, and a series of localised
interactions take place . Small pressure pulses are recorded often i n
sequences which can be identified with the collapse of vapour bubbles .
Other experiments with tin have observed a similar cyclic process, (Referenc e
7) . However, these interactions did not propagate through the mass of material ,
and hence the metal fragmented over a relatively long period in a comparatively
non-violent manner . Typically the peak pressures recorded in the vessel wer e
of order 0.2 MPa.

The two later experiments in which 20 kg of Sn was released into a smal l
vessel were intended to compare the behaviour of Sn with Al under condition s
in which Al did interact energetically . In the first experiment a Sn
temperature of 500°C was selected, as this is below the temperature observed
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to be necessary to support a stable vapour film . The result
was similar to the earlier Sn experiments in that the metal was completel y
fragmented, but no significant pressure pulses were recorded. Presumably th e
liquid/liquid contact resulted in continuous but non-violent fragmentation .
The second experiment used Sn at 800°C, at which temperature a stable vapour
film is to be expected . A significant change in behaviour did in fact result .
Film of this experiment showed that the metal did not start to fragment as
it entered the water, but that it dropped to the base, spread outwards and
up the wall of the vessel in a manner very similar to that observed i n
similar Al experiments . A mild interaction was triggered at this stag e
resulting in a general movement upwards of the vessel contents . Subsequently
a series of mild interactions were observed. Thus increasing the temperature
of the Sn resulted in an interaction which appeared to be similar to an
Al/H20 interaction with the difference that it was extremely mild with peak
pressures of only 0 .05 MPa . This difference may be associated with the
lower specific heat of Sn. These results appear to be consistent with th e
suggestion' that in this contact mode, - the establishment of a vapour film may
be a necessary condition for the initial mixing phase of a large scale interaction .

3.4 Discussion

This series of experiments is not yet complete, but the progress made to dat e
has suggested a number of features of interest . These observations are
necessarily made on a provisional basis at this stage, but work now in
progress should help to shed further light on these topics . From the limited
data available, the following significant features of these Al/H20 interactions
have been observed .

(i) A disturbance passes through the Al/H 20 mixture at the time o f
an interaction, with an apparent velocity across the wall of th e
vessel of order 200 m/s . The more likely explanation of this
observation is that fragmentation of the mixture results in
disappearance of detail on the film. This process does not
lead immediately to high pressure and rapid motion .

(ii) The disturbance appears to intensify in the vicinity of the wal l
of the vessel . This suggests that confinement by a rigid surfac e
may be important in the development of a violent interaction .
Large pressure pulses have been observed during this phase of a n
interaction. The observation that a more violent interaction
resulted when a stronger reaction vessel was used is consisten t
with the suggestion that confinement is important in the develop -
ment of a large interaction .

(iii) Pressure transients measured in the interaction vessel often
show many rapidly rising pressure pulses, which sometimes overlap ,
with rise times often of order 10 us . In the severe interactions
these reach peak pressures in excess of 15 MPa . This form of
transient could indicate that a multiplicity of separate event s
occur in the interaction, rather than a single process affectin g
the whole system .

(iv) In the two most violent interactions, flashes of light denoting
chemical reactions were observed about 1 ms after the pressur e
peaks . It is believed that these chemical reactions were
secondary phenomena arising from the production of finely divided
aluminium as a result of the thermal interaction process, which
reacted with air in the region above the reaction vessel .
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4

	

Experimental programme on U02/Na interactions

4 .1 Introduction

A programme of investigation into the thermal interaction of molten U02
with sodium is scheduled to start at Winfrith later in 1976. Despite
the large amount of experimental work on this subject already completed
or in progress, it is felt that there are a number of important topic s
which are not currently receiving sufficient attention . The programme at
Winfrith will initially be centred on two separate problems . The first is
to identify any thermal interaction which can take place between a two
phase bubble of UO 2 liquid and vapour and a surrounding pool of sodium .
Such a mode of contact could arise following a severe whole core accident
in which the sodium is expelled from the core, and it is therefore a
problem of some importance . The second main objective is concerned wit h
establishing the range of material configurations in simple lattic e
geometry capable of leading to damaging pressures in a severe reactor
accident. Calculations have indicated that relatively slow heat transfe r
from U02 to Na on time scales up to hundreds of milliseconds could still
lead to severe loadings on the reactor containment(9) . The programme will
therefore aim to determine the heat transfer rate from hot UO to a know n
regular array of entrapped capsules of sodium . The experiments will be
carried out in overstrong containers and measurements made of the rate o f
rise of pressure as a function of initial sodium capsule size, including a t
one end of the range UO,/Na volume, ratios typical of fast reactor lattic e
geometry . Approximate heat transfer rates from U02 to Na will be inferre d
from these measurements and used to define the range of material configurations
which could lead to unacceptable pressures in the event of a core melt-dow n
with sodium present .

For both these series of experiments the thermite technique will be used t o
produce molten UO . The exothermic chemical reaction between U metal an d
Mo 0 produces a mixture of U022 and Mo at a temperature well aboy g )the melting
point of U0 . This technique has been used successfully at ANL `` and in
the UK at Fôulness(l) . The reaction product has the disadvantage that i t
contains about 19% by weight of Mo, however it has been suggested that in
some ways this mixture may be as representative of post accident debri s
as electrically heated pure UO

2
.

4 .2 Thermite charge development

A programme of thermite charge development will precede the main experi-
mental programme . In view of the extensive use planned for thermite charge s
it is considered essential to understand the characteristics of the charges .
The aim of the programme is to produce charges free from significan t
impurities with consistent burning characteristics . Equipment is provide d
for the production of uranium powder and its subsequent mixing with Mo 03
in a dry inert atmosphere . Filling of charge containers will be done unde r
similar controlled conditions . The performance of these charges will be
checked by an extensive series of firings of charges in sealed strong con-
tainers, in which measurements will be made of the pressure transients .
Initially small charges producing about 0 .1 kg of U02 will be investigated ,
but the charge development programme will continue with the development o f
successively larger charges, with an ultimate objective of a charg e
producing of order 20 kg of U0 2 . In the larger charges the effect of inert
components within the charge container on charge burning characteristics wil l
be established .
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4 .3 Interaction of two phase U02 bubble with sodiu m

The first part of this programme will continue the work started at Foulnes s
using the technique described in Reference 1 . The rigs used in this work at
Foulness have been moved to Winfrith for this programme . Essentially the
sodium rig consists of a reaction vessel filled with sodium, into which a
container of thermite charge can be inserted . When the charge is fired, an
internal tie rod is melted releasing the charge products from the bottom o f
the container, under the surface of the sodium . Measurements of the pressur e
in the sealed reaction vessel are made to determine whether significant
thermal interaction occurs . Initially a programme of about 12 tests i s
planned in which changes will be made in important parameters such as sodium
temperature, cover gas volume and pressure, reaction vessel aspect ratio and
charge size . This programme will be supported by a parallel programme o f
tests in a similar rig in which the cold liquid is water. High speed cine
films will be taken of the charge dispersion process in this rig, which are
expected to assist in the interpretation of results from the sodium rig. The
water and sodium rigs will be known as Thermite Rigs A and B respectively .

The main disadvantage of Rigs A and B is that they are basically designe d
for small charges, and it is possible that the scale of the system may well
be important in this mode of contact . Detailed consideration is now being
given to the design of a new rig in which similar kinds of experiment could
be performed on a much larger scale, involving the release of up to 20 kg o f
U02 under the surface of a pool of sodium .

4 .4 Interaction of U02 with entrappedsodium

The essential features of these experiments will be a strong container whic h
will be filled with U/Mo 0 thermite mixture, and one or more capsules o f
sodium . Initially containers of about 150 ml capacity will be used, which
will accommodate about 0 .5 kg of charge together with a single capsule o f
sodium of the same length as the container but only a few mm in diameter .
This arrangement will provide a U02 to Na mass ratio of 0 .1 to 1% . This
proportion is low but this has the advantage that relatively low final pressure s
will be produced in this initial series of experiments for developing equip-
ment and exp erimental techniques . It will be necessary to relate the sodium
capsule design to the charge burning characteristics, since the sodium shoul d
be released as soon as possible after the completion of the burning of th e
thermite mixture . One of the principal objectives at this stage will be t o
determine how the sodium is released from the capsules . Another important
objective will be to establish that the charges can be heated above th e
melting point of sodium without igniting spontaneously, since it is desirabl e
that the sodium be liquid at the start of the experiment . Assuming that the
development problems can be solved, the programme will progress to the main
programme which will use containers of 2 litres capacity filled with abou t
5 kg of thermite mixture and containing 1 to 10% by weight of sodium . At
this stage investigations of the effect of additional heat sinks inside th e
charge container and of the effect of additional free volume within th e
container may also be investigated. With this size of container it will be
possible to arrange sodium capsules and other components on a regular lattice ,
providing a realistic check on the effect of change of component size for a
given total charge composition . The whole of this programme will depend upo n
the development of thermite charges which will burn rapidly and consistently ,
even when inert objects are embedded in the charge . If this development of
thermite charge technology is completely successful then it could be adopte d
for use in a range of possible thermal interaction experiments involving th e
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simulation of particular configurations of material, for example the melting
of fuel pins arranged in sub-assembly geometry .

5

	

Conclusion

A major programme of experimental work on thermal interactions has been started a t
Winfrith. Early experiments have concentrated on propagation phenomena an d
preliminary results including photographic and pressure records from large scal e
explosive metal/water interactions in THERMIR have been reported and are summarise d
in section 3.4 above . This programme will continue in parallel with a secon d
series of experiments in which the thermite technique will be developed to produc e
hot U02 for studies of U0 2/Na thermal interaction in two important contact modes .
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SUPPORT STRUCTURE
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/ 1

Akiyama

	

On the strength of interaction, the author classifies his data int o
three groups, namely, the mild, moderate and strong ones
according to the pressure generated . I'd like to know whether
these classification do well apply or not to the work potential i n
concert with pressure, since both peak pressure and impulse
work seem to be of interest in FCI evaluation .

Briggs

	

Insufficient data is available to evaluate accurately the wor k
potential of these interaction.

Holtbecker

	

My question refers to the Al-H20 experiment you showed in th e

film. Did you try to understand the triggering process for th e
violent interaction ?

Briggs

	

No we did not. The main aim of the programme was . to study
the propagation phase, and a proper investigation of the trigge r
process would have been a diversion from this objective .
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